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The Best ever 2016
No disrespect to past years where there were some great contests & fighters, but the general standard of all fighters has continued to develop and we had the most participants ever, so this
year was the best ever, and I expect next year will be better than
this, and so and so on. The evening went off very smoothly with
all 11 contests completed within two hours. Congratulations to
all who achieved, and don’t forget to come back in a year and
see your name on the honour board next Fight Night !

Coming Up

Competitions
Friday 9th December 7pm Sydney Fight League at Norths
Cammeray

Other
Sunday 4th December from 9am
Umina PCYC Open Sparring
Monday 5th December from
7pm General Shirt Promotion to
Grey
Saturday 17th December from
1pm General Shirt Promotion to
Grey for kids
Saturday 17th December 3pm
last class for 2016
Tuesday 3rd January 7pm first
class in New Year.

Holiday Period Timetable
Last Class Saturday 17th December @ 3pm
Closed 18th December 2016—2nd January 2017

First Class for 2017
Tuesday 3rd January @ 7pm
Timetable for rest of January 2017
Tuesday 3rd January 7pm
Tuesday 10th January 7pm
Thursday 12th January 7pm
Saturday 14th January 12pm
Tuesday 17th January 7pm
Thursday 19th January 7pm
Saturday 21st January 12pm

Full timetable resumes 23rd January

Joe’s boxing Sydney www.joesboxing.com.au ph 0418 217 244

Spoken by an Angel
Jab, cross, hook, hook, upper cut, upper cut. Repeat.

“Find your rhythm, feel the flow.”
“…I feel like an idiot.”
I hadn't put much thought when I rocked up to the first trial lesson at Joeʼs. I knew nothing
about boxing. I flinched at the slightest display of physical violence in movies, (yes, movies, and yes, I
still have trouble watching these movies alone). So it's no surprise that I am constantly asking myself why
the hell am I still attending, especially at this moment when I am extremely close to having a panic attack,
the day before Fight Night. I distinctly remember filling in the sign-up form and stopping to think when it
asked me for reasons why I am joining. I ticked “Self-discipline” and “General fitness”. Now a little over 7
months later, I unfortunately still struggle with my push-ups and I'm only just starting to feel more comfortable with sparring an imaginary person. However, I have gained much more than I anticipated. Prior to
boxing, I pretty much had commitment issues outside of my usual realm of activities. So I definitely did
not expect myself to dash to the nearest K-mart during the lunch hour at work to find something suitable
to wear for that night's class when I left my change of clothes at home. (I would have usually celebrated
at the timely miracle and prepared myself for an evening of not doing-much). Nor did I foresee dragging
myself to classes on horrendously depressing days when everything did not seem to go well. But I did,
and it feels incredible. And to this, I would like to thank everyone I've met at Joeʼs, including Joe himself,
of course. Ever since Day 1, I have felt welcomed and supported from the mentors and classmates
around me. My lost expression and curious glances were always met with patient guidance and reassuring smiles. I slowly felt less conscious about sparring in front of people; with being completely drenched
in sweat; and in general, with being me - a little awkward, a bit silly, and very uncoordinated. There are
too many names to list but I would like to pay special thanks to Joe, Justann Shiv, Aaron, Pete, Jared,
Ben, Clay, Aare, and my reliable training partner, Rain, for being ever so encouraging and comforting
whenever I had my doubts about continuing, although I did not tell them about these doubts. Boxing has
taught me that it is ultimately an iterative process of honing the basics, tweaking the finer details in movement, experimentation, constant practice, and then knowing that your best efforts and hard work is
enough—regardless of whether you proceed onto competitions, or whether you win a match or not. It has
taught me that this whole process is made that much more meaningful and efficient when you support
one another, when you treat each other with respect and kindness. Much like life, but that's for another
conversation. I still don't know much about boxing, and I feel like I've only caught a glimpse of what it is
all about. But I'm very excited about what lies ahead for everyone, and thankful that I started this journey
with you all, at Joeʼs Boxing. I shall stop there before I get any more cheesier.
CHEERS GUYS.
Warmest regards,
Angel
P.S. 24 hours to go! sakdajsldja

Get the best seats in the house
I have been asked if Boxing NSW can run a level 1 coaching course here next year probably in March . This is nationally accredited qualification meaning that you not only get to corner at Boxing Australia Competitions locally you become accredited to the national coaching scheme (NCSAS) under the federal government . The course itself is $300 but the qualification
lasts four years and if you are cornering our students at competitions you get in free so over four years you will make your
money back easy I you stay here. I have done the course twice now and each time it has improved dramatically and this time
Steve Ryan who is the head of referees and judges will be running over the rules and what the judges are looking for in a
competition fight. Can’t recommend enough for people to do this and for once I will answer questions gladly about it.

Highlights of 2016
It’s all about me really so here are some o the highlights from my year
The year started off well with the normal new influx of students and a trend that I hope will continue, the increasing numbers of returning students. In April we did a camp at Rylstone with Michael,
Sarah & Joe. The pic is at the nearby Baby’s Feet Caves, an indigenous children's ceremonial site.
Rylstone is so dear to my heart ,and I love to share it with students so please take the opportunity
when it comes up.
In May I journeyed to Zambia where my brother-in-law and dear friend Craig has been living for
the past few years. He was about to move to Dubai, so he was telling me I must come see before he
leaves. I am so glad I did ,and saw Lions, Elephants , giraffe and so many more living wild plus got
utterly soaked at the world famous Victoria falls .The highlights for me ,however, were a two hour
session teaching boxing at an orphanage in a slum area of Lusaka and being able to fit out an entire
soccer team from the poor areas with jerseys shorts and boots (left). I left feeling that Africa and I
have unfinished business and will return sometime with some boxing gloves and my trusty saxophone
and travel and entertain wherever I go.
Zach’s Ceremony finally had its premiere first at HotDoc’s in Toronto but then at the Sydney Film
Festival where I made my debut on the red carpet with the great Jack Thompson. The movie exceeded my expectations and with much of it filmed in and around Joe’s Boxing I am so proud to have
our brand permeating throughout the whole movie which is a significant piece of work in moving
towards understanding our indigenous culture. Congratulations to Will & Zach, 10 years in the
making.It deserves an academy award so make sure you see it when it finally has a cinema release.
One of the things I love about Amateur Boxing in Australia is that I have been able to land myself
into the Australian Institute of sport and pick up two worthwhile qualifications that are nationally
and internationally recognized in the coaching area. So in August I leapt on the chance to go again
for a course for ‘Train like a Boxer’ where I was certified to be a Train-the-trainer for this and Fitbox which are the Boxing Australia’s product release for the Fitness Boxing area.
For those of you who know me even slightly you will have heard of my love for the ‘Back o Bourke’
so straight after the course in Canberra through a contact I met in Zambia who manages a property
for ANU (Australian National University) in Kiola I met up with Craig ‘Big Station’ Edwards and
together we took 30 bunk beds 2000km round trip to Bourke where we gave them to be distributed
to poor families in the area. The picture is with Max Robinson who is part of Youth off the Streets
in Bourke and who also helps run the Boxing program at the PCYC in Bourke. This year also saw us
hand over 70 or so rugby jerseys to Vicky Makeso for teams in the Eastern Highlands of PNG. I
have slowly been collecting more and hopefully we will be organizing a trip there to officially hand
over the gear. These RAK (random acts o kindness) I hope will become an ongoing feature of our
school and with our every growing network there always seems to be someone amongst our database
that can offer something to help the cause which says we are not just a boxing club we are a community that cares and we will make a difference where we can.
At the beginning of the year Shiv challenged me to run a half marathon and I thought what the
heck I’ll give it a go, so on Sunday 3rd April a small group did the first 4km around the bay with
me dragging the tail. From then the group dwindled until Anita and I were slowly running bigger
distances 10km-12km but still 21.1km seemed a bridge too far. Manal suggested we run the Sydney
Half as a warmup for Blackmore’s half marathon. I was like “so we are doing a half marathon as a
warmup to a half marathon ? ……” However she was right so on the 28th August Anita and I
crossed the line at 2 hours 32 minutes at Homebush and then three weeks later at the Blackmores
Half on the 16th September we both took more than 15 minutes off our times. I have now made an
outrageous statement that I will do a marathon on or before 2020. Yikes !!! My last highlight of
the year was being appointed to the board of Boxing NSW. I hope I can do good. Thanks everyone
for your help and support , especially to the pillars of our school, our instructors, especially Justann
and our mentors, Ben and Aaron who are leading from the front in both teaching & competing.

Last Fight Night of the Year that Joe’s students will be involved in
Both Ben and Siobhan are fightin on this card to round out a fabulous year of competition. Wins are hard to come
by and we have had our share and plenty of ups and downs too. I want to thank all my competitors for representing us with grace and dignity and if the decision doesn’t go our way showing such a high standard of sportsmanship. As everybody who competes under my banner knows my primary concern is that everybody comes home
safe rather than the win loss schedule. There were some wars won and lost this year with the highlight for me
Doug vs Tim Tszyu and while Doug gave away too much weight to an already superior opponent he won so much
respect from the boxing community and turned out to be Tim’s last amateur fight before turning professional. I
will mention Ben as well who won the light heavyweight 81kg Novice 6-10 fight title by walkover meaning his
opponent weighed in and then pulled out before the fight. Although a bit of a Steven Bradbury no one deserves
the title more than Ben for the hours that he has put in and the bum decisions and dodgy setups he has had to endure. I had no hesitation on placing his name on the honour board. Shiv carried the girls banner and Aaron fought
the best first fight I have ever seen only to be robbed of the decision and then in his second fight to be beaten in
the fight but his opponent to be disqualified for illegal wraps. You can never tell till the decision is announced !

Bringing a friend along to class？
I am really grateful and it is the greatest compliment that so many of you are encouraging your friends to join
our school so please don’t stop, but could I ask at a minimum that you let me know before bring someone, especially if they have not trained before at all and even if they have and I would prefer they come to one of our
induction classes which are Monday 7pm, Wednesday 7pm or Saturday at 2pm or 10.30am classes during the
week or 5pm Mondays for youth. That way I can make the experience as welcoming as I possibly can plus I can
plan so that I have equipment should they wish to join on the day. I especially ask that people on their first
night not be brought to Justann’s 7pm Tuesday class because it is usually so busy now.

Mouth Guards and Headgear mandatory at all levels of sparring
We are insured with Boxing Australia under the banner of boxing which actually does cover us for injuries sustained through sparring or competition but specifically states headgear and mouthguards must be worn otherwise the insurance is voided. I would prefer even if body only sparring is done that headgear and mouthguards
are worn still because accidents can most often when a participant is not expecting a punch which might slip
off.an arm or something. So please instructors enforce the rules even if it is sparring game with minimal contact
it is still best if students have their mouthguards in. Students use common sense please don’t just take your
queue from the teacher take your own safety seriously.

No Caps, No Gum use the change rooms to get changed please
It’s not that I’m against caps or chewing gum it’s more that I don’t want the homeboy attitude here. I am trying
to make a safe place for everybody men, women people , people who are strong people who are not so much.
The same thing about getting changed in the waiting area you may feel fine but you may make someone else feel
uncomfortable so think o others take your cap off, put the gum in the bin and use the change rooms.

FitBox for fitness professionals
Boxing Australia has released this product for the Fitness Market with the luxury of earning being able to get nearly half the
points required to stay registered in one hit. For those who have or are studying for Certificate III or IV in Fitness keep this in
mind as you will be qualified to coach in Fitness Gyms or Personal Training. For those coaching here or in a boxing club I
would recommend the Level 1 coaching course before this but if you want to be a fitness professional this is the one to get.
Fitness professionals earn 8 CECS points with our FitBox course only $300 new course running 17th December
Blue Cattle Dog Boxing St Clair Sydney
Contact Garry Wasson 0418489097 garry.wasson@boxing.org.au

Employment opportunity for a boxing coach
I had a call from Bill Holland from a gym in Hornsby looking for a boxing instructor to coach a
group Thursday at 6pm. You would probably have to have certificate III certification and have
some sort of insurance to be eligible. If interested contact Bill directly on 0419 958 660 or their
website has a contact email www.hornsby247gym.com.au

Youth World Championships St Petersburg Russia November 2016
Australia have finally cracked a gold medal at the Youth World Championships with Justin JPH Huni winning gold in the super heavyweight 91+kg division. Local NSW boy from Sutherland PCYC Sam Goodman
took out a bronze with Jack Bowen getting into the Top 8. Australia have done well in the junior worlds
with three previous golds and this year Kaye Scott cracked a silver medal in the women's world championships the best ever performance by a male or female elite boxer at any world championships ever.
On another note Nadine Apetz who trained with us for a couple of years won a bronze medal at the
women’s world championships and won the German nationals in her division for the sixth time.
So a student to start with us here and get all the way to
the Olympics or World Championships it wouldn’t be our
job alone the AIS and national coaching fraternity would
play a major part but the great thing is that we have such
a pathway available to us for the right talent and someone
determined and with the drive and vision not to give up.

Sponsorship fight night—Thankyou
Big thanks to Craig and Enrico and James for their donations to the fight which allows
me to keep costs and ticket prices as low as possible and contributes to a big success.

I am proud to say that I have been accepted to the committee for Boxing NSW.
It is early days but I am hoping I can add value to Boxing NSW and have been well received so far and I have been entrusted
with creating a Boxing NSW newsletter that will go out to 2000 emails for competitors , coaches & promoters and other associated people.
Although not paid and asking or wanting no favour from the position it will give me first hand information and opportunities
for our school to apply to be involved in tournaments , AIS courses , regional development camps and sparring days.
We are also member states of Boxing Australia and therefore have a say at National and International level for the future of
Olympic Boxing in this country.
I have already met some of the people and national coaches on my trips to the AIS and as time goes by I imagine I will meet
more of the administrators and board members of Boxing Australia and if I’m lucky AIBA officials as well.
It feels like I have been working toward this for a long time as my 20 years in IT , knowledge of accounting and economics
plus being on the board of a Public Company from 1997-1999 , and even the latest study in Politics feel like valuable tools in
this new role.
Not without its share of intrigue too , as there has been much criticism and hostility levelled at the committee of late. Since
the late Arthur Tunstall who ruled Boxing NSW with an iron fist for 60 years until finally being ousted about 5 years ago
there has been a vacuum not unlike many countries whose dictator is deposed and then falls into the chaos of civil war.
I am hopeful that with the current mix of skills and honesty we have on the current committee that peace, harmony and democracy can now be the norm and we can build on the good work done previously.
I am happy to say too that Boxing NSW is in a sound financial position which is always a great start when coming into something like this.

Brain Injury Clinical seminar
7th November 2016 at Royal Rehab Hospital Ryde Sydney
Last year around the same time I attended a seminar at Homebush which brought experts on concussion from
America as well as local medical practitioners together to discuss the latest in diagnosis and treatment of concussions plus expediting return to play for athletes. This seminar was a little more orientated to medical professionals concentrating more on the clinical process of diagnosing and also seeing where the patient was in the
recovery process. I will summarize with what I think are the relevant points for us non-medical people either
coaches or parents or carers and how we could recognize brain impairment and what we should do.
The first session presented by Barry Willer from the University of Buffalo ,and a considered expert on concussion rehab, explained how concussion alters the balance of the Sympathetic system (Controls flight or flight response) and the Parasympathetic system (Allows us to sleep), essentially the heart rate, by being stuck in limbo
somewhere between sympathetic and Parasympathetic state, meaning that someone suffering from a brain injury will have a higher resting heart rate than normal, but the heart rate will not be able to raise to the normal
maximum, meaning the patient will be exercise intolerant or will tire very quickly.
So symptoms of Post Concussion Syndrome could be higher resting heart rate—perceived anxiety at rest—
sympathetic system overdrive (like you perpetually got a fright)
In most cases people will recover from one or two concussions but we were told watch out for other conditions
that may mask the symptoms of post concussion syndrome . Knowing the student’s medical history would help.
The main theme though is that active rehab is the way to go by getting the patient on a treadmill and testing the
heart rate against what it was before the concussion. The rate of recovery can be monitored so that when they
can achieve their maximum effort they can return to full training and ultimately return to play.
Finally it was said not everything down sizes to kids .There is more risk of long term injury and especially
young women are more susceptible to taking longer to recover and having long term incapacity compared to
boys.
However I would say that the whole ethos of this is not to stop people doing sport but quite the opposite. Instead says let’s play but accept the risks and understand how to treat and recover and get people back to play .

The Man-up series of which we were a part of played over the last three weeks on the ABC and although the Father/son boxing didn’t
make it to air there was a great YouTube video made of the day https://youtu.be/2yhuTdwekL0 plus both Hendrik and myself are
featured on the website Realaussieblokes.com at http://realaussieblokes.com/post/149412886909/boxing-kid or Hendrik
and http://realaussieblokes.com/post/149692085469/martial-arts for me .The pic below is a screenshot in episode showing
Flynn in class so some part of us actually made it to air and below Hendrik in Linkin Park attire. Good to be part of this work.

How lucky was I to be invited to be on the red carpet of this extraordinary piece of work . Zach’s Ceremony probably has
about 25% of it’s content filmed in and around Joe’s Boxing and when we are not directly in the movie product placement in
the form of Joe’s Boxing T-shirts including what I consider to be the most moving scene in the movie where Will describes a
scene with his step dad and his mum living in the bush. (I won’t spoil it but when it finally goes to cinema make sure you see it)

